
TRANS ADRIATIC PIPELINE (TAP) GAS PROJECT IN ALBANIA
A POTENCIAL OPPORTUNITY FOR ARCHAEOLOGY



GAS PROJECT (TAP) IN ALBANIA

➢Along its route, TAP can facilitate connections to a number of existing and proposed pipelines, ensuring that the

Southern Gas Corridor opens up to many different energy markets. This will enable the delivery of Caspian gas to

destinations throughout South Eastern, Central and Western Europe.

➢ Connecting with the Trans Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) at the Greek-Turkish border, TAP will cross Northern Greece,

Albania and the Adriatic Sea before coming ashore in Southern Italy to connect to the Italian natural gas network.

➢ TAP will be 878 km in length (Greece 550 km; Albania 215 km; Adriatic Sea 105 km; Italy 8 km). Its highest point will be

1,800 m in Albania’s mountains, while its lowest will be 820 m beneath the sea.



THE TAP TRIAL IN ALBANIA

▪ The most important archaeological areas

discovered in 200 km archaeological

processes during the TAP project are :

- Region of Korca

- Region of Skrapar

- Region of Berat

- Region of Fier

BERAT

KORÇË

▪ Chronology:

- Prehistory

- Late Antiquity

- Classic Period

- Medieval Era



THE INFUENCE OF TAP PROJECET IN THE CULTURAL HERITAGE

Taking preventive measures for the protection of the Cultural Heritage:

Cultural Heritage Management Plan;
• A detailed study of discoveries of known monuments, and archaeological sites;
• Implementation of archaeological monitoring and a procedure for random findings
focusing in particular on areas with a great archaeological potential;
• Avoidance of impacts on CH by reviewing the gas pipeline project for archaeological
sites, monuments;
•Use of special construction techniques with a minimum impact, in cases where line
relocation is not possible;
•Relocation of findings through rescue excavations and respective studies;
•Relocation of the trail, rescue of the facility or archaeological structure;



THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENCIAL AREAS 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
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REGION
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE 

PROJECT (TAP).  ARCHAEOLGICAL SURVEY, FIRST CAMPAIGN 

First campaign KM 211.8 – KM 145, in which were identified:

• Archaeological finds: Hellenistic and Roman period in Fier; 

• Archaeological finds: Roman period: 2nd century AD in Berat;

• Archaeological finds : Roman period - 4th century AD in Duhanas village, Berat 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE 

PROJECT (TAP).  ARCHAEOLGICAL SURVEY, SECOND CAMPAIGN 
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❖ Second Campain (KM 0 – KM 69), are identified this potencial sites :

• Archaeological finds: Late Bronze age and Medieval era in Zemblak, Korçë; 
• Archaeological finds: Late Antiquity, Korça’s field, near Floq village; 
• Archaeological finds: Iron age, Korçë;
• Archaeological finds: Post Medieval era in Korçë;
• Archaeological finds: Roman period 2nd – 4th century AD. And post Medieval era, Korçë;
• Archaeological finds: Iron age, Late Antiquity and Ottoman period in Korçë. 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE 

PROJECT (TAP).  ARCHAEOLGICAL SURVEY, THIRD CAMPAIGN 
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➢ Third campain (KM 69 – KM 139.674), are identified this potencial sites :
• Archaeological finds: Late Antiquity and Ottoman period in Fushë-Peshtan, Berat.
• Archaeological finds: Roman period 4th century AD and tombs of the same period in Vojakë.
• Archaeological finds: in Vojaka hill, structures and ceramics from Roman period.
• Archaeological finds: Prehistoric (Late Bronze age and early Iron age), Skrapar.
• Archaeological finds: Ottoman period 17th – 19th AD, Skrapar.



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES TIRAL PITS AND RESCUE 

EXCAVATIONS 

• Fushë Peshtan, Berat
• Uznovë, Berat
• Ullinjas, Berat

• Zemblak, Korçë
• Turan, Korçë
• Dërsnik, Korçë

• Therepelë, Skrapar
• Qafë, Skrapar
• Potom, Skrapar



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES

• During the archaeological trial

pits in Uznova, Berat.



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

❖ Archaeologist during the rescue excavation in Dërsnik, Korçë, and some of the main archaeological finds.

❖ In this area is discovered a complex Neolithic site, in which were identified also traces of Neolithic huts and a burial ground. Due to it’s

dimensions, the excavation was realized in 2 campaigns, one in 2017 and the other in 2018.



❖ Archaeologists during the archaeological rescue excavation in Turan, Korçë, and some of the main archaeological finds.

❖ In this area, was discovered an burial ground with 170 graves from archaic period, roman period and middle age. The excavation of this

site is realized in 2 campaigns in 2017 and 2018.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

❖ From the archaeological material discovered during the excavation of the cemetery in Turan, Korçë, we got a new information not

known since now for Korça region, in the Archaic period.



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

❖ The rescue excavation in Fushë

Peshtan, Berat, introduced to us a new

site from Ottoman period 17th- 19th

century AD.



ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

• Satellite view after finishing the archaeological rescue excavation in Fushë Peshtan, Berat.



ARCHAEOLOGY- THE MAIN FACTOR IN DECISION-MAKING

❖Zemblak, Korcë : in this area was discovered a cobbled pass dated in the Medieval

Era. National Council of Archaeology decided to change the trail of the project TAP.



ARCHAEOLOGY- THE MAIN FACTOR IN DECISION-MAKING

❖ Fushë Peshtan, Berat, was discovered the Ottoman

archaeological site, for which was decided to change

the trail of the project.



• TAP as a major development and archaeological heritage support each other by

enabling progress through the preservation and promotion of its values. This

cooperation has led to:

• Implementation of scientific criteria in archaeological processes

• Information enhancement in the field of archaeology

• Discovered archaeological material - significant potential of exposure/disclosure 

• Discovering new archaeological sites 

• A new dimension in defining cultural heritage 

• Labor market expansion for local archaeologists. 

• Mutual development cooperation with archaeology

• Archaeology - an important factor in decision-making 

TAP PROJECT



NEW DATA INFORMATION FOR ARCHAEOLOGY

❖Due to the discovery of 11 archaeological sites during the project TAP, near the city of Berat, the archaeologists today

have a clear picture of the evolution of the city and its districts in time.



EXPOSURE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS 



EXPANDING THE LABOR MARKET IN ARCHAEOLOGY



NEW DIMENSION IN DETERMINING THE CULTURAL HERITAGE

• During the implementation of the construction processes for TAP project, has been

shown special attention for the cultural heritage, regarding the preservation and

evaluation of the objects that rely to the Communist period in Albania (mainly

military, memorials dedicated to the war, and paretal mosaics).

• We are now taking measures to protect and preserve cult objects, 19th century, like:

Small Tyrbe and other tombs from Bektashi burial rituals, 150 years old cemetery's,

which belong to the communities and are part of their memory (in Tozhar, Berat)

that are near the trace of the

• A special attention was shown even for the objects that relate to WWI and WWII

like: streets, bridges, cemetery's etc. In this aspect, we must emphasize the fact that

the protection of this objects is realized along with the historic landscape around

them.



THE STATE AUTHORITY SUPERVISING THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL

PROCESSES DURING THE PROJECT.



The Cultural Heritage consisting in places, landscapes, customs and knowledge, reflects the identity of
the society. The former transmits it’s values from one generation to another. Furtheremore ,
preserving it, favours the steady and confident development character. It is of outmost importance to
ensure its identification, preservation and progress having taken in consideration its unique
components as well as it fragility.

Thank you for your attention!

Rudina ZOTO

Mariglen MESHINI
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